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Answer = A Superior Pool Finish
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What is Pool Quartz?

Application

For Consideration

Answer = A Superior Pool Finish
That will last for years.

The same methods that have been used in
the pool industry for years. To apply plaster
covering the pool from direct sunlight is
recomended.

Cost factor

It is a Genuine Quartz (99.8% pure)
mineral that is crushed to size to obtain
it’s consistency, that enables it to be mixed
with white cement to provide an extremely
hard, durable, long lasting chemical and
salt water resistant swimming pool finish. It
has been developed and tested over a 10
year period in New Zealand.

Colours
The same material is coated with pigment
and fused onto it, in high temperature kilns,
this provides a colourfast finish that will not
bleach out in swimming pool water.

Colour Range

Almost any colour can be achieved.
Pool Quartz does not use Oxides because
they fade over time.

Shelf life
This is the most important aspect of Pool
Quartz. Many imported or manufactured
pool finishers have the most important ingredient added to them when packed. This
is Cement
Cement has a shelf life. This could have
expired by the time it reaches your pool. If
this is the case the surface will cure to half
its strength and cause the finish to become
exposed and rough as time goes by.
Pool Quartz has all its cement added to it on
site providing maximum strength, durability,
and a smoother finish.

* Affordable,
* less expensive
Colour range
* Extensive
Pool chemistry * This is a real plus the
Quartz is inert and ideal
for pool chemistry making
water treatment simpler.
Combine Pool Quartz with our range of
Glass Pool Tiles and you could have the
perfect pool finish for years to come.
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